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ABSTRACT
Prenatal genetic technologies now are being implemented in LMICs and while there is
much research on the ethical, legal and social implications of such technologies in
Western countries, there is a paucity of such research in LMICs, which have diverse
cultural, religious, political, financial and health service contexts. This study aimed to
explore views about women’s autonomous decision-making for antenatal screening held
by women, men and healthcare professionals (HCPs) in Pakistan. A Q-methodology
study was conducted during June 2016 to January 2018 in Lahore, Pakistan. A total of
137 participants (60 women, 57 men, 20 HCPs) rank ordered 41 statements. Following
by-person factor analysis, four distinct viewpoints were identified. Three of these
represent views held by women and men only: autonomous decision-making requires
directive advice from doctors; autonomous decision-making requires the husband’s
involvement, where independent decision-making by the woman is considered
culturally inappropriate; and opting for antenatal screening is a foregone decision. One
contrasting viewpoint represents predominantly HCPs: autonomous decision-making is
the couple’s responsibility. These findings highlight that Western approaches to
facilitating women’s autonomy for antenatal screening are unlikely to be suitable for use
in Pakistan. Instead, culturally appropriate practice guidelines are needed in LMICs to
enable HCPs to adopt shared decision-making approaches in a way that enables them to
facilitate active and joint decision-making by couples, while ensuring women exercise
their autonomy.
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INTRODUCTION
In Western countries, prenatal genetic technologies are usually implemented in clinical
practice after much consideration of the empirical evidence on the ethical, legal and
social issues (ELSIs). These technologies are now being implemented more globally, 1
including within low to middle income countries (LMICs), which have diverse cultural,
religious, political, financial and health service contexts, yet there is sparse empirical
evidence of the ELSIs specific to LMICs. For example, in Pakistan, screening for fetal
anomalies, ranging from nuchal translucency scans for soft markers for Down syndrome
to non-invasive prenatal testing for multiple conditions, is available. In the province of
Punjab, the government-funded Punjab Thalassaemia Prevention Project (PTPP, 2009)
also includes carrier and antenatal screening. While the need for informed reproductive
choice is acknowledged in Pakistan, there is an absence of policy and practice
guidelines on how to facilitate autonomous decision-making for antenatal screening in
this or any other LMIC.2
Policy and practice guidelines in Western/higher income countries on antenatal
screening focus on supporting the woman as an independent decision-maker,3
emphasising an individualistic approach that encompasses independence, selfdetermination and self-sufficiency.4 This approach may safeguard women from
paternalistic influences and undue pressure from relatives and healthcare professionals
(HCPs), but it does not take into account that individuals may not view themselves as
independent decision-makers.5 For example, early feminist critiques of the Western
autonomy paradigm recognise women's autonomy as ‘relational’, where her agency in
moral decision-making is inevitably social, shaped by the viewpoints of people she is
close to.6 Similarly, decision-making in Pakistan is likely to be rooted in religious
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beliefs, family-centred and require support from the doctor.7 Given that currently
available guidelines worldwide operationalise Western ideologies of individualism, to
facilitate women’s autonomous decision-making about antenatal screening in Pakistan
and other LMICs with collectivist cultures, there is an imperative need to develop more
culturally appropriate policy and practice guidelines. 5
Women in LMICs generally have limited autonomy over their healthcare decisions 8 and
men are discouraged from being involved in pregnancy related matters because these
are seen as falling primarily within a female domain.9 Instead, female in-laws play a
pivotal role in decisions about prenatal care.10 However, recent research on decisionmaking about antenatal screening in LMICs shows that most women would prefer to
make decisions with their partner and oppose the involvement of in-laws,5 possibly
because the father’s views about termination of pregnancy and fathering a child with a
disability are major factors in women’s decision-making, and because women may want
to share the moral implications of screening with the father.11 The importance of
decision-making with the partner to enhance women’s autonomy in pregnancy is
recognised,9 particularly by proponents of relational autonomy who believe shared
decision-making can better support women by preventing feelings of helplessness and
isolation.12 The need for research in LMICs on men’s views about women’s autonomy
in maternal healthcare,13 including antenatal screening,5 is also acknowledged.
HCPs also have a significant role in facilitating autonomous decision-making. In
contrast to the non-directive role of HCPs in decision-making for antenatal/genetic
screening in Western countries,3 the role of the doctor in LMICs is usually directive.2 In
LMICs, patients tend to delegate decisions to the doctor and expect him/her to take a
paternalistic approach.7,14 Such patient expectations raise ethical concerns about patient
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autonomy and highlight the need for research on HCPs’ views about their role in
decision-making and women’s autonomy for antenatal screening.
The development of culturally appropriate policy and practice guidelines for use in
LMICs to enhance pregnant women’s autonomy requires research with different
stakeholders. Therefore, this study aimed to explore views about women’s autonomous
decision-making for antenatal screening held by women, men and HCPs in Pakistan.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This study was carried out during June 2016 to January 2018 using Q-methodology, a
structured approach to exploring the diversity of views on a topic.15 Participants’ views
are obtained through their Q-sorts – their distribution of statements (things already
written or said about the topic) rank ordered on a Q-grid (Figure 1) to show the extent of
agreement or disagreement with each statement.16 The set of statements (Q-set) used in
this study had been previously developed for a UK study (in English and Urdu).17 For
details of how the Q-set was developed, see the UK study.17 For use with HCPs, the
statements were reworded to obtain their views on how women should make decisions:
“I would” and “I/my/me” were changed to “She should” and “she/her", respectively.
Participants: Following ethical approval from the Pakistan Medical Association, the
study was conducted in Lahore, Pakistan, with three groups: women, men and HCPs. In
Lahore, antenatal screening services are predominantly provided by the private sector or
free of charge by NGOs and the PTPP. Sixty Pakistani women were previously
recruited as part of an international study.5 To explore the diversity of views specific to
a LMIC, the present study included the 60 Pakistani women from the international
study, plus 57 men and 20 HCPs (14 females, 6 males). Men and HCPs were recruited
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immediately after the women, but before completion of the study with the women.
Women and men were not related/couples. All women and men had at least one child
aged three years or younger to ensure salience of the research topic. Purposive sampling
was used to recruit women and men, and to ensure sample diversity by age and
education. Participants’ religious affiliation was not recorded because they were likely
to be Muslims. Convenience sampling was used to recruit the HCPs (all practicing
obstetricians) attending a research workshop in a University Hospital in Lahore. See
Table 1 for sample characteristics.
Procedure: Women and men were recruited via hospitals and community maternal and
child health centres. Local research assistants, trained by the first author in Qmethodology data collection, collected data in person using standardised instructions,
where Q-sorts were completed individually by men and women in convenient locations
(place of recruitment or participants’ homes). The first author recruited HCPs, who
completed Q-sorts individually within a group setting.
Participants were provided with a Q-set (41 statements individually printed on
numbered cards) and a Q-grid, in Urdu for women and men (Pakistan’s national
language) and English for HCPs (language of the research workshop). Participants
ranked the statements from +4 (strongly agree) to -4 (strongly disagree) in relation to
the offer of antenatal screening tests by placing each statement on a cell on the Q-grid.
Participant’s distribution of the statements (the Q-sort) was photographed. Post-sorting
data included participant explanations for placing statements on +4 and -4, either via an
audio recorded post-sorting interview (women and men) or in writing on a separate
document (HCPs). A total of 137 participants completed the Q-sorting procedure.
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Analysis: A participant’s Q-sort is the unit of analysis in Q-methodology. Data were
analysed using by-person factor analytic techniques in PQ-Method to identify factors groups of Q-sorts based on the similarities and differences in which participants ranked
statements.16,18 Each factor represents a distinguishable viewpoint and interpretation of
these enables identification of the diversity of views in the sample.19 Factors were
extracted using principal components analysis, which maximises similarities within
factors and difference between them. Varimax rotation was used to ensure that no Qsort loaded significantly at the same level on more than one factor. 15
Participants with Q-sorts exemplifying each factor (exemplars) were identified; Q-sorts
with a loading of +0.4 (p<0.01) on one factor only. 15 These exemplars were merged to
produce a factor array, a single ‘ideal’ Q-sort that best represented each factor (Table
2).20 Factor arrays are the key output of the statistical analysis and for each factor
represent how a participant with a correlation coefficient of 1 would have ranked the 41
statements. Interpretation of the pattern of ranked statements within each factor array
enables identification of different viewpoints.
Eight factors were originally extracted, with an eigenvalue of 1.00 or more, and a
minimum of one exemplar.20 A four-factor solution was reached after inspection of
factors five to eight showed that they did not provide distinct viewpoints that were not
captured in the other four factors.
Interpretation of factors involved examining and comparing factor arrays, focussing on
statements in the ‘strongly agree’ and ‘strongly disagree’ columns, and statements
identified as statistically distinguishing each factor. Post-sorting data was then used to
inform, confirm or challenge and further clarify factor interpretations. The first author
initially interpreted the factors, discussed them with the co-authors and refined them.
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RESULTS
For demographic information for the exemplars in the four factors (viewpoints), see
Table 3. Quotations in this section will be followed by participants’ codes, providing
information about participant group (F=female, M=male, HCP=Healthcare Professional).
There was one consensus statement showing participants tended to strongly agree with
doctors giving professional advice about antenatal screening.
Viewpoint 1: Decision-making requires directive advice from doctors
Q-sorts of 17 participants exemplified this factor: 9 women, 8 men. Seven women and 6
men had an education level higher than matriculation (equivalent to UK GCSE level).
The main emphasis was on doctors as directive advisors, with comparatively little
emphasis on the need for the couple to engage in the decision-making process, mainly
because antenatal testing was perceived as an important aspect of antenatal care.
Participants believed doctors should give directive professional advice (#40=+3;
#8=+3). They would want information about tests (#27=+4), but would not necessarily
want to make the decision themselves (#6=-3; #39=-2). This may explain why men and
women strongly disagreed with using their own judgement and taking lots of time to
make a decision (#14=-4; #38=-4) and showed little interest in the opportunity to think
about termination of a child with a condition (#31=-1). Participants explained that this
was because they would opt for a termination if advised to do so by their doctor: “Our
doctor is our saviour and s/he would only suggest tests that are necessary” (F63).
Participants strongly believed having antenatal screening tests was an important aspect
of good antenatal care (#26=+4; #1=+3; #11=+2). Accordingly, they believed there was
no decision for them to make (#12=+3) and would find it difficult to say ‘no’ to testing
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(#13=+2). Also, they were unlikely to be concerned about being tested without consent
or consideration of the consequences of testing (#7=-2; #33=0): “I wouldn’t be angry
because they would only do tests that are best for me” (F31).
Furthermore, participants would not be concerned about the views of relatives or what
others may think if they opted for termination of pregnancy (#22=-3; #29=-3). They
also disagreed with accepting the child that God gives and placed little emphasis on
religious perspectives about testing (#36=-2; #5=-1): “Religion doesn’t come into it.
Testing is a separate matter” (M13).
Participants holding this viewpoint would delegate the decision about testing to doctors
(#9=+1). However, their accounts also show that they would want to retain ultimate
control and would not want to be forced to test against their will (#37=-1).
Viewpoint 2: Decision-making requires the husband’s involvement
Q-sorts of 18 participants exemplified this factor: twelve women and six men. Six
women and four men had a higher education level than matriculation level.
The husband’s involvement in decision-making was considered essential and
independent decision-making by the woman was considered culturally inappropriate.
Similar to the other viewpoints, participants strongly agreed that the husband and wife
should make the decision about testing together (#19=+4). However, in contrast,
participants most strongly agreed with women not going against their husband’s wishes
and doing what he wants (#18=+4) and most strongly disagreed with the decision being
the woman’s (#17=-3). Participants’ accounts show that they considered it culturally
inappropriate for women to make decisions independently: “In our culture, wives
comply with their husband and don’t make decisions without him” (M50); “I’d discuss
testing with my husband and only get it done if he agrees” (F15).
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Yet somewhat paradoxically, participants disagreed with the husband making the
decision about testing (#39=-1). So participants believed women should make decisions
with the husband, but equally, the decision was not solely the husband’s.
Also, unlike the other viewpoints, participants tended to most strongly disagree with
keeping in-laws out of the decision-making process (#20=-4), but also disagreed with
in-law’s views influencing their decisions (#23=-3). The juxtaposition of these
statements and participants’ accounts suggest that these participants may not exclude inlaws from conversations about antenatal screening and may even seek their advice, but
in-laws were not considered central to decision-making: “They are the parents of the
husband… it’s good to have their advice” (M05).
Furthermore, participants strongly agreed with looking for what religion says about
such testing and were most likely to agree with accepting the child that God gives
(#5=+3; #36=+1). Nevertheless, in contrast, they seemed to have favourable attitudes
towards antenatal testing and termination of pregnancy, believing that doctors would
not offer tests if it was not important to have them (#25=+2; #32=+1; #11=+1; #1=+1).
Participants most strongly disagreed with the idea that the offer of tests suggested that
people with these conditions are worth less than others (#3=-4) and similar to some of
the other viewpoints, believed that having these tests was part of good care for pregnant
women and being a good mother (#12=+3; #26=+3). Participants would also want
directive professional advice (#40=+1; #38=-2; #24=-2).
Viewpoint 3: Opting for antenatal screening is a foregone decision
Q-sorts of 23 participants exemplified this factor: eleven women and twelve men. Nine
women and ten men had a higher education level than matriculation level.
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Participants strongly agreed with there being no decision for them to make (#12=+3),
emphasising the importance of testing to identify conditions in early pregnancy so that
they may opt for termination of pregnancy. Accordingly, they most strongly disagreed
with being ‘scared of making the wrong decision’ (#41=-3) and disagreed with it being
difficult to make a decision about testing and taking lots of time (#15=-2; #16=-2; #14=3). Participants also most strongly agreed with having tests as ‘part of being a good
mother’ (#26=+4), further endorsing antenatal testing as a forgone decision.
Participants most strongly disagreed with not having an abortion (#35=-4) and most
strongly agreed with valuing the opportunity to think about termination of an affected
pregnancy (#31=+3). This was because they considered children with conditions to be a
burden for parents and society: “Parents of a child who is not normal suffer as much as
the child, especially as they know they could have done something to prevent it” (M21).
Unlike the other viewpoints, there was little focus on who should make the decision
about testing, although participants generally agreed with joint decision-making by the
couple (#19=+2; #18=+1) and showed little interest in the woman as an independent
decision-maker (#6=0; #17=0). Also, participants would value information and advice
from doctors (#27=+2; #24=-2) and would want to make this decision themselves
(#37=-3). They placed little emphasis on directive professional advice (#8=0; #40=0),
possibly because they believed opting for antenatal screening was a foregone decision.
Participants holding this viewpoint also most strongly disagreed that they “would not
have an abortion, so there’s no point in having testing” (#35=-4) and with accepting the
child that God gives (#36=-4). Participants believed that God gives knowledge and
wisdom to avoid ‘suffering’ for the child and parents: “We should use science and
technology to have children who can lead a normal life” (M23).
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Viewpoint 4: Decision-making is the responsibility of the couple
Q-sorts of 20 participants exemplified this factor: five women, three men and twelve
HCPs (all female). All participants had a higher education level than matriculation level.
HCPs were exemplars in this viewpoint only, and not in any other viewpoint.
Participants’ emphasised decision-making about antenatal screening as a parental
responsibility, where couples should make joint decisions (#19=+4). Participants
explained this was because subsequent decisions would need to be made by both
parents, including invasive testing, termination of pregnancy or raising a child with a
condition: “…they have to face the consequences together” (HCP12).
Participants rejected the idea that women ‘do not want to make the decision’ and most
strongly disagreed with the husband making the decision (#37=-3; #39=-3). However,
there was also little emphasis on the woman as the main or independent decision-maker,
as in Western countries, or the father as the main decision-maker, as in the literature on
healthcare decision-making in low-middle income countries.
In contrast to the other viewpoints, participants seemed to endorse the concept of
informed decision-making. They strongly agreed with the provision of information for
decision-making (#27=+4) and most strongly disagreed with there being no decision for
them/women to make and the decision about these tests being no more difficult to make
than routine health tests in pregnancy (#12=-2; #11=-1). These participants were also
least likely to endorse the statement ‘it’s best to take one step at a time, to have the tests
and not worry about what could happen ’ (#1=0), and explained that discussion of the
implications of antenatal test results was not necessary at the time of testing.
Furthermore, participants were least likely to endorse the statement that having tests
was just part of being a good mother (#26=+1). Instead, they most strongly endorsed
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only making screening decisions after careful consideration (#33=+3). Unlike the other
viewpoints, participants were most likely to agree that they would/couples should take
lots of time to make a decision and most strongly disagree with doctors telling
them/women what to do (#14=+1; #40=-4). Participants also agreed that doctors should
give their professional advice (#24=+2; #8=+2), but only in the form of information
provision, where they should avoid being directive: “Doctors should only give
information, not influence decisions. It’s entirely the couple’s decision” (HCP07).
As in some of the other viewpoints, participants strongly agreed that they/women would
look to what religion says about having such testing (#5=+3), but also strongly
disagreed with accepting the child that God gives (#36=-4): “Having faith in God is
positive, but you don’t have to accept everything” (M37).

DISCUSSION
The four distinct viewpoints elicited in this study about women’s autonomous decisionmaking for antenatal screening show the views held by the participants – women, men
and HCPs in Pakistan. All the viewpoints represent the range of views expressed by
women and men, and viewpoint 4 represents the views expressed by HCPs. Although
viewpoint 4 also represents a comparatively small number of women and men,
viewpoints 1 and 4 show that women and men generally had different views about
autonomous decision-making than HCPs.
Similar to other studies,5,17 viewpoint 1 show that while women and men would want to
be informed about antenatal screening, they were likely to want doctors’ directive
advice. Most of the women and men in our study had educational qualifications higher
than the equivalent to UK GCSE level yet still perceived the need for directive advice.
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The literacy level in the Punjab province of Pakistan is around 60%, with millions of
people over the age of 15 years unable to read or write, 21 so the tendency for couples to
seek directive advice is likely to be high. In light of the growing availability of prenatal
genetic technologies in LMICs, our findings suggest there will be an increased need for
HCPs to provide directive advice about antenatal screening in LMICs.
In contrast, in viewpoint 4, HCPs believed it was the couple’s responsibility to make
decisions about antenatal screening based on their own circumstances and values of the
conditions. Similar to studies in Western countries, HCPs believed their role was to
facilitate decision-making by providing information only’22 not to provide directive
advice. HCPs endorsed parents’ autonomy for screening decisions, including nondirectiveness, but participants’ expectations of directive advice for antenatal screening
raises ethical challenges for HCPs. Non-directiveness is considered a ‘gold standard’ for
respecting patient autonomy, but insisting that couples make antenatal screening
decisions themselves when they are vulnerable and dependent on HCPs advice could be
seen as undermining their autonomy.12,23 Therefore, HCPs should enable couples to
become active participants in decision-making by encouraging them to express their
values, being attentive to their views, then acting in the best interest of the couple. 24
Our findings suggest that there is a need to develop culturally appropriate practice
guidelines for use in LMICs to enable HCPs to adopt shared decision-making
approaches, particularly for couples lacking confidence in their own decision-making.
We acknowledge the challenges in adopting such an approach to autonomous decisionmaking in populations with low literacy levels and where HCPs may believe they
themselves lack knowledge of genetics and new technologies. 25 Therefore, to inform the
development of practice guidelines on facilitating autonomous decision-making in
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LMICs, research is needed on (i) how HCPs should facilitate decision-making,
particularly in populations with low literacy levels and (ii) HCPs training needs to
engage in shared decision-making about antenatal screening.
Within all of the viewpoints in our study, participants generally agreed with the woman
and her husband making joint decisions. Research in Western countries also shows that
women want to involve their partner in decision-making and that partners want to be
involved,11,17,26,27 so these findings are not specific to LMICs. However, unlike studies
in Western countries, none of the viewpoints provide support for the woman as an
independent decision-maker. Furthermore, viewpoint 2 is represented predominantly by
women who endorsed the key role of men in decision-making. This endorsement and
missing discourse on women’s autonomy may be simply because parents would prefer
to make joint decisions, as in various cultures and countries, 17,26 or because it is
culturally inappropriate for women to consider themselves as independent decisionmakers in a patriarchal society.9 However, participants generally disagreed with the
decision being the husband’s. Also, there was generally a lack of discourse on the role
of other family members in decision-making, particularly female in-laws, except in
viewpoint 2, where it was clear that they would only be informed out of respect.
These findings suggest that the use of Western individualistic approaches focusing on
the woman’s autonomy are unlikely to be suitable for use in Pakistan where cultural
norms emphasise the primacy of the husband in decision-making. However, we are not
aware of any reference to involving fathers in decision-making for antenatal screening
in policy or practice guidelines in any country. Instead, such guidelines operationalise
Western ideologies of individualism worldwide, overlooking alternative (including
feminist) perspectives of women’s autonomy, such as, relational approaches. Relational
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approaches in which family members are involved in healthcare decision-making could
enhance patients’ autonomy and there are calls in Western countries for HCPs in
antenatal/genetic services to move towards a more nuanced approach, utilising
relational approaches to autonomy to better support women. 12,23 To empower women in
Pakistan and other LMICs in a culturally appropriate way, further research is needed to
understand how relational approaches could be adopted to facilitate a joint decisionmaking approach for couples. Research on how to involve the father in screening
decisions should focus on how to empower women, ensuring that women’s autonomy is
not constrained through deference to men and that women are not marginalised.
The finding that participants may perceive the option of antenatal screening as a forgone
decision because of the burden of having a child with a condition is understandable
given the broader cultural context in LMICs. In addition to the lack of medical,
educational and social welfare facilities for people with disabilities, there is stigma
associated with having such a child, parents may experience social isolation and the
child may be seen as a form of divine retribution for parental wrong-doing.28
Nevertheless, our findings resonate with the ethical implications of routine antenatal
screening,29 where the offer of antenatal screening tests could be perceived as their
endorsement by HCP. Therefore, there is need for HCPs to facilitate active decisionmaking to enable parents to make autonomous reproductive decisions.
Unlike other studies,5,17 there was a lack of focus on the religious context of antenatal
screening. Participants tended to agree with looking for what religion says about
antenatal screening, but disagreed with accepting the child that God gives. The former
may reflect a social desirability bias, while the latter is based on beliefs that Islam
encourages the pursuit of knowledge and to exercise autonomy,30 and possibly the
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social context mentioned above.28 Therefore, HCPs should acknowledge parents’ need
for religious information, but avoid interpretation of this as their rejection of antenatal
screening. These findings provide further support for encouraging parents to engage in
active decision-making to exercise their autonomy.
To our knowledge, this is the first study to explore the views of men and HCPs on
women’s autonomy in decision-making about antenatal screening in a LMIC. Practical
constraints limited recruitment of participants to one major city in Pakistan. Also, most
of the participants had an educational qualification higher than the equivalent to UK
GCSE level, so the sample does not reflect the general population in Pakistan. Research
with a less educated Pakistani sample may reveal further viewpoints, although the lack
of emphasis on independent decision-making is unlikely to change. Further research is
also needed on the degree to which these views are prevalent in the wider Pakistani
population and other LMICs.
This study begins to address the paucity of research on ELSIs of prenatal genetic
technologies in LMICs, highlighting the need for culturally appropriate practice
guidelines that adopt relational approaches to autonomy. Our findings also have
implications beyond the LMIC context, raising questions about the lack of 'relationality'
embedded in the current 'gold standard' of Western individualistic guidelines.
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